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Two Handed Fly Rods 

 

You might ask why anyone would want to cast two handed - most of us have enough problems 

casting with one hand. However, there are many reasons why someone might like to take up two 

handed fly casting. 

 

Two handed fly rods are commonly referred to as spey or switch rods.  "Spey" actually refers to a 

type of casting that had its origins on the River Spey in Scotland. The big salmon rivers of Scotland 

needed long casts with limited room.  Out of the necessity to cover as much water as possible on 

each beat came the development of specialist rods and casts. Long rods up to 20feet in length were 

built which required two hands to cast. These rods became known as spey rods and were used with 

traditional overhead casting and newly developed spey casting techniques. 

   

 

Switch rods are a more recent development and as the name would suggest 

are able to be used with one or two hands. Switch rods are similar to spey 

rods but are generally lighter and shorter (10-11') with slightly shorter grips. 

Switch rods will perform double handed casts in exactly the same manner as 

spey rods. They can also be used single handed. The term switch rod 

originated in the steelhead fishery of America in recent times and has spread 

worldwide as more and more anglers find uses for this versatile fly rod. 

 

So why would you want to use a spey or switch rod here in Tasmania? My 

introduction to two handed casting came about because I was having elbow 

problems and needed to rest my casting arm. I tried casting with my non-

dominate hand and although I could manage to get the fly out, my casting 

range was very limited. By using a switch rod and casting with two hands I found I could achieve 

greater distance with less effort and with less pain. Now that my tennis elbow is under control I still 

find myself using the double handed rod when I know it is going to be a long day of wet fly fishing. 

Let’s look at some of the other reasons you might want to pick up a spey or switch rod and use it 

here in Tasmania. 

 

My rod is a switch rod. It is 11ft long and designated as a 6 weight. I am yet to see the need for a full 

spey rod but as I haven’t bought a new fly rod for some time the temptation to try a full spey may be 

too great one day soon. The reason I chose the switch rod is because of it versatility. It can be used 

singled handed or double handed and can be fished in a variety of situations such as on our bigger 

rivers, lakes and beaches. 

 

 



Last season when Arthurs Lake was full it was very difficult to find a shore where you could fish 

without trees behind. When wading out from the submerged vegetation you had little room for a 

backast. The longer rod and the use of spey casts enabled more water to be covered and more fish to 

be caught. The same conditions exist today on some of our lakes and the switch rod would be just as 

useful. 

 

Switch rods can be just as useful on our rivers. The longer length enables better mending and hook 

setting and of course you can cover more water. Used one handed, switch rods provide the length 

needed for Czech & French nymphing although the extra weight would be very tiring over a long 

day of fishing. For those who like to swing wet flies down and across, the switch rod would be ideal. 

 

If your interest in fly fishing takes you into the realm of saltwater chasing flathead and salmon in 

our estuaries and along the beaches the switch rod could be for you. The power of the switch rod 

enables you to cast further and the length helps keep the line up out of the breaking waves. If you 

are going to use the rod in the surf a stripping basket would be essential.  

 

 The area where a switch rod has the potential to be used more 

here in Tasmania is in wet fly fishing on the lakes. I have 

already pointed out the benefits when there is limited room for 

a backcast. More important is the lack of effort needed to cast 

big flies over long distances for long periods of time. A day 

spent with a switch rod is much less tiring than casting a heavy 

single handed rod. If you fish nymphs under an indicator the 

switch rod allows you to use longer leaders and fish deeper as well as cast further. The length of the 

switch rods helps minimize slack and set the hook more quickly when a fish takes. When deep 

wading the extra length of the switch rod helps keep backcasts off the water. Many anglers already 

use 10 foot single handed rods because of the advantages the extra length provides. Moving up to an 

11 foot switch rod is not a big step and one well worth considering. 

 

Switch rods also bring with them a number of disadvantages. First there is the cost of adding another 

rod to your collection. Fortunately, there are many rods that will perform well that won’t break the 

bank. The range of switch and spey rods available in Australia is limited but the choices are growing 

as more people take to two handed rods. Buying from overseas is not difficult these days and the 

range of rods increases dramatically once you look on the internet. 

 

The major disadvantage of the switch rod becomes apparent when you start stripping flies. If you are 

going to use a spey cast you must leave the head of the fly line outside the tip of the rod to perform 

your next cast.  This means the amount of water you cover is limited by how much line you can 

retrieve. Unless you cast a long way you won’t be covering much water. The answer to this problem 

lies in the type of fly line you use. With the right line switch rods can outcast single handed rods by 

many feet. Choosing the right line is a subject in its own right and a discussion about shooting 

heads, skagits, scandis and long-bellied spey lines will have to wait for another time. At the moment 

I am using a long-bellied spey for most of my fishing but am about to start trying some shooting 

heads for even greater distance. 

 

Switch rods are not for everyone and especially not for delicate dry fly work. But for those who are 

looking for easier ways to tackle specific situations and who are keen to try new approaches, two 

handed rods are worth considering. They are not easy to master and require a lot of research. Apart 

from deciding what length and line weight you need there is the question of which brand to buy. 

Then there is the matter of choosing a fly line and leader to match – both of which require some new 

thinking. Finally, you have to learn to spey cast which opens up a whole new world of fly fishing 

and maybe a topic for a future Casting Corner article. 


